
                                              Monopoly and Monopolistic competition 

Introduction: 

Generally, the market means a place or an area where goods are presented for sale. But in 

economics the word market is used in a wider sense, it means the market is an institution, 

mechanism, and arrangement which brings together producers and consumers for purchasing and 

selling different commodities.  We have discussed four markets Monopoly, monopolistic 

competition, oligopoly, and perfect competition, but here we will discuss two main markets 

monopoly and monopolistic competition. The necessary conditions of the market are 

Existence of goods and services 

Existence of buyers and sellers 

Contact between buyers and sellers (maybe direct, telephonic or by mail) 

One price for the same commodity at the same time 

A place, area or region 

 The word monopoly has been derived from the combination of two words i-e mono and poly 

mono means single and poly means to control. Monopolies are firms that dominate the market. A 

monopoly tends to higher prices and low consumer surplus. Monopoly has full control over the 

supply of commodities. However, a monopoly can benefit from economies of scale leading to 

lower average costs.  In Monopoly, there is only a single seller who has full control over the market 

and there is a large number of buyers in the monopoly market.  

"Monopoly is a market structure where only one producer/firm producing a commodity which has 

no close substitute." 

“Pure monopoly is represented by a market situation in which there is a single seller of a product 

for which there are no substitutes; this single seller is unaffected by and does not affect the prices 

and outputs of other products sold in the economy.” (Kumar, n.d.) 

Following are the main features of monopoly 

Only one firm/producer 

No close substitute of commodity 

The firm is a price setter 

The barrier for new entry of firms 

Here we are going to discuss each feature of monopoly in detail which will give us clear picture 

about the monopoly topic. 

In a monopoly market usually, there is a single firm that produces or supplies a particular 

commodity. 



      Usually, a monopolist sells a product that does not have close substitutes. Therefore the cross 

elasticity of demand for such a product is either zero or very less. In monopoly there is no close 

substitute of commodity. 

The firm is a price setter because there is one firm selling the product, it becomes the price maker 

for the whole industry and consumer will accept the prices which are set by the firm because there 

is no other seller as well as no close substitute for the product.  

The barrier for new entry of firms because a monopoly market has restrictions on entry. These 

restrictions can be of any form like legal, institutional, artificial, etc.  

There are two conditions of equilibrium of a firm in Monopoly 

Necessary condition: MC is equal to MR 

Sufficient Condition: MC curve cuts the MR curve from its below 

 Monopoly market structure have some Possibilities of Firm's equilibrium in the short run  i-e 

SuperNormal profit 

Normal profit 

Loss (Normal Loss) 

One possibility in the long run that is supernormal profit 

A firm is earning abnormal profit at equilibrium when its AR (Average Revenue) is greater than 

AC (Average cost). AR > AC 

When the firm's AC is equal to AR at equilibrium AC = AR then it means here the firm is getting 

normal profit.  

A firm bears loss at equilibrium when AC > AR and only covers AVC and part of AFC. 

Examples of monopoly markets exist everywhere in today's world, monopolies are largely virtual 

monopolies. Given the dynamism of the financial market around the world and easy availability 

of capital, no company can truly avoid competition even if they invent or develop a product from 

engraving. 

But that doesn’t mean a company can’t dominate a market it’s operating in, and in the process 

become a monopoly. 

Names that quickly come to mind are technology giants like Microsoft, Google, Amazon, etc 

Monopoly market structure have following advantages which is discussed below 



 In the monopoly market structure, the prices are stable. This is because there is only one firm 

involved in the market that sets the prices since there is no competing product. In other types of 

market structures prices are not stable and tend to be elastic as a result of competition.   

 Since there is a single seller in the market it leads to economies of scale because big scale 

production which lowers the cost per unit for the seller. The seller may pass these benefits down 

to the consumer in terms of a lower price.  

Since the monopolist is making abnormal or supernormal profits the firm can invest that money 

into research and development. Customers may get better quality products to reduce prices 

leading to enhance consumer surplus and satisfaction. 

The government gets revenue in the form of taxation from monopoly firms. 

The following are the disadvantage of monopoly in the market. 

  Prices will be higher and output will be low under perfect competition because of this consumer 

surplus will decrease/reduce. 

 A monopoly is allocatively inefficient because in monopoly the prices are greater than MC. P > 

MC is competitive market prices are low as compare to monopoly there is a competitive market 

consumer will get more benefits because of low prices.  

 It is possible that if a monopoly gets too big, it may experience diseconomies of scale. 

 Lack of competition may also lead to improved product innovation. 

 In monopoly consumer choice will become less because of higher prices and no close substitute 

for goods or services. 

Because of Monopoly power workers may get lower wages than the competitive market. 

 

Monopolistic competition is a market structure that combines the element of monopoly and 

competitive markets. There are free entry and exit. Therefore they have an inelastic demand curve 

and so they can set prices. However, because of freedom of entry abnormal profit will encourage 

more firms to enter the market 

"Monopolistic competition is a market structure where so many producers competing with each 

other based on differentiation in their products". The number of firms in this market may be around 

8 to 72”. 

So, the following are the features/characteristics of monopolistic competition.  



So many firms 

Difference in product 

Free entry and exit of firms 

Firms are allocatively and productively inefficient 

Firms make normal profits in the long run but could make a supernormal profit in the short run. 

     There are a large number of firms but not as large as under perfect competition that means each 

firm can control its price-output policy to some extent. 

      Under monopoly products produced may or may not be homogenous but under monopolistic 

competition, there is always product differentiation.  

       Like perfect competition under monopolistic competition also the firm can enter when the 

existing firms are making a supernormal profit with the entry of new firms, the supply would 

increase which would reduce the price and existing firms will be left only with normal profit.  

There are two conditions of equilibrium of a firm in monopolistic competition 

1. Necessary condition: MC is equal to MR 

2. Sufficient Condition: MC curve cuts the MR curve from its below 

When the firm's Ac is equal to AR at equilibrium (AC = AR) then it means the firm is earning 

normal profit in monopolistic competition AC = AR 

A firm is earning abnormal profit at equilibrium when its AR is greater than AC. AR > AC 

A Firm bears loss at equilibrium when AC > AR and only covers AVC and part of AFC.AC > AR 

Here are some examples which is related with monopolistic competition which will be helpful for 

understanding of this concept. 

Restaurants – restaurants compete on the quality of food as much as price. Product differentiation 

is a key element of the business. There are relatively low barriers to entry in setting up a new 

restaurant. 

Hairdressers. A service that will give firms a reputation for the quality of their hair-cutting. 

Clothing. Designer label clothes are about the brand and product differentiation 

TV programmed globalization has increased the diversity of tv programs from networks around 

the world. Consumers can choose between domestic channels but also imports from other countries 

and new services, such as Netflix. (Pettinger, 2019) 



Following are the Limitation of the model of monopolistic competition which is given below  

New firms will not be seen as a close substitute. 

Some firms will be better at brand differentiation and therefore, in the real world, they will be able 

to make supernormal/abnormal profit. 

Many industries we may describe as monopolistically competitive are very profitable, so the 

assumption of normal profit is too simplistic. 

The monopolistic key difference with Monopoly 

In monopolistic competition there are no barriers to entry therefore, in the long run, the market 

will be competitive, with firms making normal profit. 

Similarities and Dissimilarities between Monopoly and Monopolistic Competition are given 

below 

Both in monopoly and monopolistic competition the point of equilibrium is at the equality of MC 

and MR and the MC curve cut the MR curve from below. 

In both the demand curve (AR) slope downward to the right and corresponding marginal revenue, 

the curve is below it. 

In both monopoly and monopolistic competition, the equilibrium point is below the price line(AR) 

In both market situations, the producer is a price maker. He can raise or lower the prices. 

Dissimilarities between monopoly and monopolistic competition are given below 

There is only one producer of a product under monopoly while there is a large number of the 

producer under monopolistic competition. 

There is no difference between firm and industry under monopoly. The monopoly firm is the 

industry, on the other hand, there are many firms in monopolistic competition and industry is called 

a group. 

Only a single product is produced under monopoly and there is no product differentiation under 

monopolistic competition. Every producer produces differentiated products. Products are similar, 

not identical. 

There are no selling costs in monopoly because the monopolistic has no competitor. However, due 

to a large number of firms and industries selling cost is essential under monopolistic competition. 



The monopolist can charge different prices from different customers. But price discrimination is 

not possible under Monopolistic competition due to the presence of a competitive element. 

 There is no close substitute for the product under monopoly on the other hand in monopolistic 

competition there is close product substitute.  

Conclusion: 

 In conclusion after completing these two tasks, I gained extra knowledge about the detail of 

monopoly and monopolistic competition. In monopoly market only has one seller running the 

business in the entire market. Therefore there is no competition with others. A monopolistic also 

needs no barrier to entry of other companies. A monopoly produces less output at higher prices 

and negative implications on consumer surplus and social welfare. From the above analysis, it is 

easy to conclude that a monopoly is not desirable as it restricts competition and causes a reduction 

in consumer surplus and social welfare. Monopolies are not illegal but their abuse of market power 

to limit competition is illegal and therefore actions by the government to regulate the market would 

be required.  Under the market structure, there have four common types which are perfect 

competition, monopolistic competition, oligopoly, and monopoly. There is a different market with 

different characteristics and examples. 
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